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LINCOLN WINDOWS CHOOSES AAMA 2605 PAINT FOR CLAD PRODUCTS!
Merrill, WI. (February 12, 2014) – Build with confidence by utilizing extruded aluminum clad Lincoln
Windows and Patio Doors now supplied with the increased protection of AAMA 2605 paint, AAMA’s most
stringent paint specification for painted aluminum finishes.
Aluminum has many strengths as a building material (design flexibility, product choice, strength, longevity,
and availability) but to maximize these strengths, it should be covered with quality paint. Moving up to the
highest standard is fitting with Lincoln’s long-term goal of being your preferred window supplier.
AAMA 2605 paint is perfect for light commercial applications when color-matching extends to aluminum
storefront material, steel roofing, siding and other ornate parts where metal is commonly used and
accepted.
Lincoln only uses strong .050 extruded aluminum exteriors for both frame and sash components. Extruded
aluminum is formed and then painted so adhesion is better versus painting roll-form type aluminum and
then forming it around window parts.
The natural enemies of painted surfaces include: heat, UV, airborne chemicals, salt water and temperature
fluctuations. These lead to chalk and fade issues that equal premature aging.

AAMA 2605 paint

performance is simply far superior.
That’s exactly why Lincoln now offers a 10-year paint warranty.
Lincoln Wood Products, Inc. has been manufacturing high quality wood windows and patio doors for new construction, remodeling and
light commercial projects for over 60 years. Based in Merrill, Wisconsin, the privately owned company engineers windows and patio
doors for visual appeal as well as outstanding performance and backs it up with exceptional customer service before and after the
sale. Lincoln windows and patio doors are marketed through a network of over 400 independent distributors throughout the U.S. For
more information visit www.lincolnwindows.com or call 800.967.2461.
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